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Background: Potentiation of synaptic activity in spinal networks is reﬂected in the magnitude of mod-
ulation of motor responses evoked by spinal and cortical input. After spinal cord injury, motor evoked
responses can be facilitated by pairing cortical and peripheral nerve stimuli.
Objective: To facilitate synaptic potentiation of cortico-spinal input with epidural electrical stimulation,
we designed a novel neuromodulation method called dynamic stimulation (DS), using patterns derived
from hind limb EMG signal during stepping.
Methods: DS was applied dorsally to the lumbar enlargement through a high-density epidural array
composed of independent platinum-based micro-electrodes.
Results: In fully anesthetized intact adult rats, at the interface array/spinal cord, the temporal and spatial
features of DS neuromodulation affected the entire lumbosacral network, particularly the most rostral
and caudal segments covered by the array. DS induced a transient (at least 1min) increase in spinal cord
excitability and, compared to tonic stimulation, generated a more robust potentiation of the motor
output evoked by single pulses applied to the spinal cord. When sub-threshold pulses were selectively
applied to a cortical motor area, EMG responses from the contralateral leg were facilitated by the delivery
of DS to the lumbosacral cord. Finally, based on motor-evoked responses, DS was linked to a greater
amplitude of motor output shortly after a calibrated spinal cord contusion.
Conclusion: Compared to traditional tonic waveforms, DS ampliﬁes both spinal and cortico-spinal input
aimed at spinal networks, thus signiﬁcantly increasing the potential and accelerating the rate of func-
tional recovery after a severe spinal lesion.
© 2019 Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).dynamic stimulation; EMG,
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The recovery of volitional motor control of paralyzed lower
limbs observed in individuals with a chronic, functionally complete
spinal cord injury following epidural electrical stimulation corre-
sponds to the potentiation of synaptic activity in spinal networks
[1e5]. Synaptic potentiation in the central nervous system can be
induced based on the Hebbian principle of associative plasticity, by
applying two converging inputs with a precise temporal order
[6e9]. Indeed, two sequential electrical pulses applied to the cortexicense (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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in healthy [10,11] and spinal cord injured persons [12e14]. In
addition, electrical stimulation increases the basal excitability state
of spinal networks, rendering them more responsive to proprio-
ceptive input [15].
In the present work, we aimed at exploring whether basal
excitability and synaptic activity of the spinal cord may be modu-
lated by an epidural stimulation pattern that pairs pulses
converging onto spinal circuits from different segments. To this
purpose, we used an epidural multiple electrode interface that
permitted the in vivo characterization of the effects of excitation
coming from spatially different sources and the deﬁnition of their
role in modulating the activity of spinal networks, also compared to
traditional tonic input.
As highly varying waveforms sampled from multiple sources
can increase the recruitment of neonatal spinal networks in vitro
[16e18], we reasoned that a biologically-generated signal from a
motor pool would more closely approximate the input that natu-
rally projects from proprioceptive and cutaneous input, as well as
from multiple brain sources, to spinal sensory-motor networks.
Then, through the fully independent electrodes of the interface, we
delivered a multifrequency stimulating paradigm named ‘dynamic
stimulation’, consisting of highly varying patterns sampled from a
leg EMG during real stepping. Furthermore, we investigated
whether dynamic stimulation can facilitate sub-threshold cortico-
spinal input to the motor pools controlling hind limbs, and also
modulate synaptic transmission in the spinal cord after severe
injury.
As previously demonstrated, strength of synaptic transmission
in the spinal cord can be quantiﬁed by measuring the amplitude of
EMG responses elicited by single electrical pulses delivered to the
dorsum of the cord [19]. Based on the intensity of stimulation, a
single epidural stimulus between L2 and S1 produces three types of
evoked responses, i.e., early (ER; latency 1e4ms), middle (MR; la-
tency 5e10ms), and late (LRs; latency 11e15ms), in the bilateral
vastus lateralis, semitendinosus, medial gastrocnemius, tibialis
anterior and soleus muscles of intact [20] and spinalized [19,21]
rats. While ERs likely correspond to the direct recruitment of mo-
toneurons or ventral roots at higher stimulation intensities, MRs
have some components consistent with monosynaptic reﬂexes and
LRs with the recruitment of polysynaptic interneuronal spinal
networks. We speculated that an increased excitability of spinal
networks originating from the application of dynamic stimulation
might modulate two inputs: EMG responses generated by a
segmental and site-speciﬁc epidural stimulation of the spinal cord,
on one hand, and cortico-spinal input elicited by sub-threshold
cortical pulses, on the other.
Material and methods
The present work explored the functional modulation of spinal
network excitability and cortical-spinal input in response to novel
patterns of current derived from locomotion EMGs (named Dy-
namic Stimulation, DS) delivered to spinal networks via an epidural
electrode array. Therefore, we initially collected the baseline trend
of endogenous spinal modulation of the motor output during
continuous threshold (as deﬁned below) stimulation and compared
it to the modulatory effects induced by both DS and traditional
stereotyped protocols. Secondly, we wondered whether any in-
crease in spinal network excitability induced by DS can facilitate
sub-threshold cortico-spinal input. Finally, delivery of DS was
tested after an experimental spinal cord injury in promoting re-
sidual spinal responses.Experimental design
Data were collected from 35 adult female Sprague Dawley rats
(250e300 g body weight). All procedures were approved by the
Animal Research Committee at UCLA and are in accordance with
the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and with the European
Union directive on animal experimentation (2010/63/EU).
Epidural electrical stimulation of the spinal cord was used to
generate motor evoked potentials recorded from selected hind
limb muscles of animals under anesthesia. Animals were initially
sedated with isoﬂurane gas at a constant ﬂow of 1.5%e2.5% to
immobilize them, followed by administration of urethane
(1.2mg/kg, IP). During surgery, toe pinch was performed peri-
odically to assess the anesthetic level to be maintained with
isoﬂurane gas, as needed. As soon as surgical procedures termi-
nated, isoﬂurane gas was suspended and, during following re-
cordings, animals remained under the inﬂuence of urethane only.
At the end of experiments (9e10 h), animals were sacriﬁced with
isoﬂurane and sodium pentobarbital (IP, 80e100mg/kg). Five
additional experiments were performed at the University of Leeds
in order to test the effects of spinal neuromodulation on corti-
cospinal input elicited by the selective activation of the lateral leg
motor area. All procedures were approved by the UK Home Ofﬁce
and performed under the Animals (Scientiﬁc Procedures) Act
1986. Terminal recordings were performed from male Wistar rats
(250e300 g body weight) anesthetized by intraperitoneal (IP)
administration of a ketamine (100mg/kg) and xylazine (5mg/kg)
mix. At the end of experiments, animals were euthanized by
cervical dislocation.Intramuscular EMG electrode implantation
Animals were kept under anesthesia over a heating pad (37 C)
during the bilateral implantation of intramuscular electromyog-
raphy (EMG) recording electrodes [22,23] in the tibialis anterior
(TA) and soleus (Sol) muscles. Skin and fascial incisions were
performed to expose the belly of each muscle. Multistranded,
teﬂon-coated stainless-steel wires (AS 632, Cooner Wire Co,
Chatsworth, CA, USA) connected to a gold plated amphenol
connector were passed subcutaneously. Pairs of wires were
inserted into the muscle belly using a 23-gauge needle and
anchored at their entry and exit from the muscle with knots made
with 5.0 Nylon suture. A small notch (0.5e1.0mm) in each wire
was deprived from the insulation to expose the conductor and
form the electrodes. Proper placement of electrodes was veriﬁed
during surgery, by stimulating through the head connector. Bare
wire tips were covered by gently pulling the Teﬂon coating over
the tips. All EMG wires were coiled subcutaneously in the back
region to relieve stress. A common ground (~1 cm of the Teﬂon
removed distally) was inserted subcutaneously in the mid-back
region for EMGs.
EMG recordings from bilateral TA and soleus muscles were
band-pass ﬁltered (gain 1000, range 10Hz to 5 KHz and notched at
60 Hz), ampliﬁed using an A-M Systems Model 1700 differential
AC ampliﬁer (A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA), and ﬁnally digi-
talized at 10 kHz (Digidata® 1440, Molecular Devices, LLC, CA,
USA). All surgical sites were closed in layers using 5.0 Vicryl®
(Ethicon, New Brunswick, NJ, USA) for all muscle, connective tissue
layers and skin incisions in the hind limbs, while 5.0 Ethilon®
(Ethicon, New Brunswick, NJ, USA) was used to close skin incisions
in the back.
Fig. 1. The experimental setup allows for multiple sites of simultaneous stimula-
tion and recording from an adult rat under urethane anesthesia. In A, three types of
stimulation are delivered (zigzag arrows). First, a train of stimuli (0.3 Hz) at threshold
intensity is continuously applied either to the dorsal spinal cord, or over the cortical
motor area. During tonic stimulation at 0.3 Hz, a protocol of stimulation named Dy-
namic Stimulation (DS) is delivered over 4 spinal segments, from L1 to S2. Responses to
stimulation were recorded from extensor (tibialis anterior, TA) and ﬂexor (soleus, Sol)
muscles through wire EMG electrodes bilaterally implanted in the muscle belly. DS is
composed of a waveform sampled from the Sol EMG activity (29.5 s) during treadmill
stepping (13.5 cm/s) in an intact rat. Through off-line analysis, the original EMG trace is
duplicated and delivered staggered by 0.5 s (B). The two stimulating waveforms were
supplied at the same time, through the electrodes located at the extremities of the
array with opposite cathode location (blue waveform, cathode at S2, red waveform
with cathode at L1, respectively). In the box in C, a magniﬁcation of two actual stim-
ulating waveforms indicates that they are composed of rhythmic bursts characterized
by higher frequency discharges (100e500 Hz), as conﬁrmed by the Power Spectrum
shown in D. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article).
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To simultaneously deliver patterns of intrinsically varying sig-
nals to multiple segments of the spinal cord, it was necessary to
develop a high-density platinum-based multi-electrode array
consisting of three longitudinal columns and six horizontal rows of
independent low-impedance electrodes (total of 18 independent
electrodes) [24,25]. The high-deﬁnition and ﬂexibility of the
epidural interface was demonstrated by the selective activation of
extensor or ﬂexor motor pools while varying bipolar stimulation
parameters (Supplementary Fig. 1).
To implant the multi-electrode array in the dorsal epidural
space, a T12 to L2 vertebrae laminectomy was performed to expose
the spinal cord. After epidural placement, the array was covered
with small cotton balls rinsed in saline. Back muscles and skinwere
sutured using 5.0 Vicryl® (Ethicon, New Brunswick, NJ, USA), with
leads to the array exiting through the skin. A common ground for all
array electrodes, independent from EMG ground, was inserted
subcutaneously in the left forearm. Throughout the text, segmental
levels of the spinal cord are indicated in accordance to the topog-
raphy of spinal roots entrance, as previously reported [26].
Electrical stimulation protocols
The experimental set up and the pattern of electrical stimulation
used in this study are summarized in the cartoon in Fig. 1. The
motor threshold intensity for each preparation was determined
with a train of 40 rectangular pulses at 0.3 Hz. A set of ﬁve sweeps
was delivered for each amplitude of stimulation and then increased
by increments of 100 mA ranging from 100 to 800 mA. The motor
threshold for each animal was deﬁned as the minimum intensity
required to elicit a detectable EMG response (considered as a
deﬂection over ﬁve times the standard baseline deviation) acquired
from at least one out of four recorded muscles. Threshold stimu-
lation did not elicit any visible muscle twitches that would usually
appear when increasing the stimulation intensity of 100 mA above
the deﬁned threshold. The input/output protocol was regularly
repeated during the experiment to conﬁrm threshold stability. Only
in three out of 40 rats, threshold changed at the end of the exper-
iment (at least 4 h) from 300 to 500 mA. After determining the
threshold, a continuous train of 300e700 pulses (0.1ms pulse
duration, 0.3 Hz frequency, at threshold intensity) was delivered to
a pair of array electrodes located at the same spinal segment to
provide baseline responses.
We delivered a protocol of electrical stimulation named Dy-
namic Stimulation (DS) consisting of a 29.5 s segment of EMGs
collected from the Sol muscle of a neurologically intact adult rat
walking on a treadmill at the speed of 13.5 cm/s. The trace was
acquired in ACmode (gain 1000, ﬁlter range 10Hz to 5 KHz notched
at 60 Hz) with an A-M SystemsModel 1700 differential AC ampliﬁer
(A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA), then digitalized at 10 kHz (Dig-
idata® 1440, Molecular Devices, LLC, CA, USA) and down sampled
off-line to the ﬁnal sampling rate of 2000Hz, through Clampﬁt®
10.3 software (Molecular Devices, LLC, CA, USA).
The sampled EMG trace was exported as an ASCII text ﬁle con-
sisting of three columns of values. The ﬁrst column of values cor-
responded to sampling time, the second to EMG amplitude. The
third column duplicated the second column, but shifted in time by
0.5 s. A ﬁle header provided by the manufacturer's user guide was
added to the ASCII ﬁle to make it readable from the closed-source
proprietary software (MC_Stimulus II) controlling the program-
mable stimulation device (STG® 4008; Multi Channel Systems,
Reutlingen, Germany). No additional algorithms were applied and
the original ASCII ﬁle is provided to this manuscript as supple-
mentary material. The software linearly converts ASCII text ﬁle'svoltage values to current values for the stimulator. The resulting
time series of current amplitudes can be uniformly scaled by the
user to the desired stimulation levels. Notably, the DS signals used
here provide a safe charge-balanced stimulation. The prerecorded
EMG signal carries a zero-average value, as the sum of positive
amplitudes is periodically cancelled by the sum of negative ones.
This is ensured by the fact that EMG signals were ﬁltered from DC-
10 Hz, thus cancelling out the slowly changing mathematical
components of the signal, which would otherwise result in an
average bias accumulation within the stimulation protocol
(Supplementary Fig. 2). It is important to note that, if necessary, an
additional circuit-based charge-balance mechanism could be
applied to ensure long-term safety by periodically shorting the
stimulating electrodes to ground [27]. The two time-staggered
stimulating protocols were simultaneously delivered through two
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electrodes with opposite rostro-caudal cathode location. In more
detail, during each experiment, the rostral cathode was indiffer-
ently placed on the right or on the left columns of the array and
then a rostral anode was consequently placed on the other side. DS
protocol was applied at different intensities (150, 245, 300, 375,
450, 600 mA), i.e. the difference between themaximumpositive and
themaximum negative amplitudes of waveforms (peak to peak). To
better characterize the optimal intensity of DS to potentiate EMG
responses elicited by single pulses applied to the spinal cord, in
eight experiments, DS was serially applied at increasing amplitudes
from 150 to 600 mA. At least 5min rest was allowed between
consecutive deliveries of DS. To test variations on the excitability of
neuronal motor networks before and after DS, EMG responses were
elicited through a train of rectangular monophasic pulses
(100e400 pulses, pulse duration¼ 0.1ms, frequency¼ 0.3 Hz) at
threshold intensity, continuously delivered through a pair of elec-
trodes (usually at L4). Repetitive DS (rDS) consisted of eight
consecutive 30 s periods of DS separated by 1min rest. After rDS, a
long protocol of continuous stimulation (300e900 pulses, dura-
tion¼ 0.1ms, frequency¼ 0.3 Hz, amplitude¼ threshold) was used
to follow the baseline recovery for up to 45min. No trend changes
in the amplitude of responses occurred during continuous low-
frequency threshold stimulation (Fig. 2). It is interesting to note
that only electrodes connected to the stimulator for pulse delivery
(DS or test pulses) were the active electrodes in use. The other
electrodes in contact with the spinal cord were open circuited and
thus did not directly impact on the spread of the electric ﬁeld
induced by active electrodes. This has been validated by the ﬁniteFig. 2. Threshold electrical stimuli delivered through the epidural array generate small
threshold impulses (300 stimuli, 0.3 Hz, 300 mA, single pulse duration 0.1 ms) is continuously
in the cartoon with a calibrated representation of the array width and the distance betwe
amplitude responses with a middle (MR) and a late response (LR), characteristically lackin
increasing the intensity of stimulation (800 mA), EMG responses increase in amplitude and
peak values of MRs and LRs for muscles TA (above) and Sol (below). In E, the time course
recorded from a TA muscle. In F, the time courses of peak amplitude for MRs (above) and
greater probability of LRs to show a higher amplitude of about 18 mV (pale yellow ﬁeld). The
LR, with the ratio being higher in the Sol for the MR, but the opposite is true for the LR.element model developed, which is consistent with previous
modeling studies from our collaborators (see also independent
stimulations in Supplementary Fig. 3 and in Supplementary Video).
Electrical stimulation of motor cortex
At the University of California, Los Angeles, in a subgroup of
three adult female Sprague Dawley rats, trains of single mono-
phasic electrical pulses (0.1e1ms duration, 0.3 Hz frequency, Th)
were delivered to the left sensorimotor cortex region representing
the right hind limbs. Two small metal screws were implanted
through the skull, one at 2mm posterior to lambda and the other
one at 8mm anterior to bregma.Wires were connected at the top of
each screw for bipolar electrical stimulation (STG 4002®; Multi
Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) with cathode rostral to
anode. At the University of Leeds, a more selective stimulation of
one side of the cortex, corresponding to either the left or right
motor areas was performed by implanting an epidural cortical array
(cathode rostral) under stereotaxic coordinates [28] in the addi-
tional ﬁve experiments performed on male Wistar rats. Single
biphasic stimuli (duration 200 ms) or an epoch of three or ﬁve
pulses (inter stimulus interval, ISI¼ 3ms) were supplied at 0.3 Hz
(808± 89 mA, ISO-STIM-01M®, npi electronic GmbH, Tamm, Ger-
many) and responses were recorded from contralateral TA muscles
using wire electrodes (40 AWG; 79 mm diameter) inserted through
the shank skin, connected to a differential ampliﬁer (D160®, Digi-
timer Ltd, Hertfordshire, UK; Gain x2000, Lowpass ﬁlter 1 KHz) and
then notched (Hum Bug®, A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, US). To
exclude any spillover effects arising from cortical stimulationand variable responses from TA and Sol muscles. In A, a train of square monophasic
delivered (15 min) to the central sites of the array (L4, cathode on the left), as indicated
en homosegmental dorsal roots. In B, recordings from right TA and Sol display small
g an early response (ER) in the ﬁrst ﬁve ms after the onset of stimulation (*). In C, by
are characterized by the appearance of an ER. In the box in D are reported the time to
s of peak amplitude of MRs (above) and LRs (below) over 300 consecutive pulses are
LRs (below) over 300 consecutive pulses are recorded from Sol muscle. Note also the
scatter plot in G reﬂects unique relationships between the TA and Sol for both MR and
G. Taccola et al. / Brain Stimulation 13 (2020) 20e3424targeted to the left leg area, an expert experimenter assessed the
absence of forelimb muscle contractions after implanting the
cortical array, by sensing the lack of movement on shoulders and
forelimbs during stimulation. Throughout the experiment, the
absence of ipsilateral TA contractions was conﬁrmed by continuous
EMG recordings. Signals were acquired (Micro1401-3®, Cambridge
Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK) and stored in a PC for
following off-line analysis (Signal® version 5.09, Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK).
Experimental spinal cord injury
Spinal cords were injured using a calibrated customized device,
consisting in a steel rod of 33.0 g weight dropped on the exposed
cord from a height of 5 cm. The rod terminated with a cylindrical
protrusion of 1mm radius that impacted directly on the dorsal
spinal midline at L4. After the impact, the impounder was left on
the initial injury site for 10 s and then carefully raised from the
surface of the cord. To stabilize the trunk during the impact, the
belly of the animal was supported at a 2 cm height under the chest.
Data analyses
The EMG responses elicited by spinal cord stimulation were
divided into early (ER, latency 1e4ms), middle (MR, latency
5e10ms) and late responses (LR, latency 11e15ms) relative to the
stimulation pulse [19]. The amplitude and time to peak of each EMG
response was determined using Clampﬁt® 10.3 software (Molec-
ular Devices, LLC, CA, USA) to plot time course graphs. Responses
were statistically compared by individually calculating the peak of
20 (for single DS) or 100 (for repetitive DSs) consecutive sweeps
immediately before and after the application of each protocol.
Then, single peaks were averaged for statistical comparison. The
ratio between the standard deviation and mean amplitude pro-
vided the amplitude coefﬁcient of variation (CV), which is an index
of consistency of EMG evoked responses (the lower the CV, the less
variable the responses [29]). The power spectrum of the patterns
composing DS was obtained through Clampﬁt® 10.3 software
(Molecular Devices, LLC, CA, USA).
Statistical analysis
Data are indicated as mean± SD values, with n referring to the
number of experiments. After determining the normality of the
distribution of data based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test,
statistical analysis was performed using SigmaStat® 3.5 software
(Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA) to compare the mean± SD of
different experimental conditions. All parametric values were
analyzed using Student's t-test (paired or unpaired) to compare two
groups of data, or ANOVA for more than two groups. Among non-
parametric values, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was adopted for
two groups, and Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on Ranks for more than two
groups. For multiple comparisons, we applied either Tukey's
methods or Dunn's methods, depending on data being parametric
or non-parametric. Within each sample of non-parametric data,
repeated measures were performed using Friedman test. Results
reached signiﬁcance when P< 0.05.
Results
Threshold pulses locally applied to the spinal cord evoked
stochastically modulated EMG responses
As threshold modulation strengths render spinal networks more
responsive to proprioceptive input [15], we explored the effects ofcontinuous threshold stimulation on the excitability state of spinal
networks, by analyzing the EMG responses induced by a train of
epidural pulses (300 pulses, 0.1ms, 0.3 Hz) delivered to L4 (cathode
on the left, Fig. 2 A). A random sample of single EMG traces showed
that when stimulation was delivered at threshold (300 mA; Fig. 2 B),
motor responses were composed of two peaks that matched the
latencies for MR and LR previously described [19,20] (time-to-peaks:
MRTA¼ 7.6ms; LRTA¼ 12ms; MRSol¼ 8.5ms; LRSol¼ 12.8ms).
However, at higher intensity of stimulation (800 mA; Fig. 2C) an
additional peak appeared shortly after pulse delivery (ER; time-to-
peaks: 1.5ms for rTA, 1.7ms for rSol; Fig. 2C), while the time to
peak of both MRs and LRs was reduced (time-to-peaks:
MRTA¼ 5.4ms; LRTA¼ 9.4ms; MRSol¼ 4.9ms; LRSol¼ 11.6ms).
Exemplary results are consistent with the mean time-to-peak for
MRs and LRs collected fromtenanimals in response to both threshold
stimulation (480± 148 mA; MRTA¼ 8.14± 1.67ms; LRTA¼ 12.86±
3.11ms; MRSol¼ 8.19± 1.45ms; LRSol¼ 13.56± 3.12 ms) and to the
highest intensity of stimulation (800 mA; MRTA¼ 7.44± 1.51ms;
LRTA¼ 12.08 ± 3.56ms; MRSol¼ 6.76± 1.98ms; LRSol¼ 10.72±
1.20ms). For the same sample experiment as in B, the average time-
to-peak (whiskers plots, Fig. 2 D) and the time courses of peak
amplitude (total duration¼ 15min) were plotted for both MRs and
LRs recorded from TA (Fig. 2 E) and Sol (Fig. 2 F). Responses were
characterized by a large variability in peak amplitude, as indicated
by the high CVs (MRTA¼ 0.22; LRTA¼ 0.17; MRSol¼ 0.20;
LRSol¼ 0.35). A random sample of six experiments reported CVs of
peak amplitude consistent with the example (MRTA¼ 0.62± 0.50;
LRTA¼ 0.45 ± 0.31; MRSol¼ 0.54 ± 0.32; LRSol¼ 0.48± 0.31). In or-
der to deﬁne a reference value for the variability of responses, we
serially delivered continuous pulses to six animals, at both
threshold and maximal intensities (700e800 mA). Here, the peak
amplitude of MRs from TAs at higher strengths was signiﬁcantly
more uniform than at threshold, as shown by the lower CV
(CVhigh¼ 53 ± 27% of CVTh; P¼ 0.031, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test,
n¼ 6).
Nevertheless, this great variability does not parallel any
patterned modulation of the motor output between extensor and
ﬂexor muscles, as conﬁrmed by the lack of a clear correlation
among peaks of responses expressed in pairs of MRs and LRs re-
ported for TA and Sol (Fig. 2 G).
In summary, tonic low frequency stimulation of the cord using
threshold pulses elicited intrinsic ﬂuctuations of small EMG re-
sponses, likely representing the spontaneous modulation of excit-
ability in the speciﬁc spinal networks andmotor pools being tested.DS potentiated MRs induced by segmental single pulses, mostly on
TA
To investigate whether DS modulates the motor output evoked
by spinal cord stimulation, a train (0.3 Hz) of threshold electrical
pulses (400 mA; 0.1ms) was continuously delivered to L4 (cathode
on the left) before, during and at the end of the protocol. In a
sample preparation, small responses recorded from rTA (Fig. 3 B)
and lSol (Fig. 3C) were potentiated immediately after 30 s of DS (see
gray arrow) at 375 mA intensity. From the same experiment, 300
consecutive EMG responses (over 15min) were singularly analyzed
for MRs and LRs and used to draw time courses of peak amplitude
for TA and Sol, respectively. Despite variability in pre-DS values, DS
delivery strongly increased responses from rTA (1129% for MRs and
164% for LRs compared to pre-DS), starting from the beginning of
DS and lasting for up to 4min after the end of DS (Fig. 3 D). lSol
muscle displayed a shorter (2min) and milder effect for MRs (131%
of pre-DS, black dots Fig. 3 E), while LRs remained unaffected (97%
of pre-DS, red dots, Fig. 3 E).
Fig. 3. DS increases the amplitude of MRs in EMG-evoked responses, even at the end of stimulation. In A, the cartoon summarizes the stimulation setting with a calibrated
representation of the array width and the distance between homosegmental dorsal roots. Two highly varying waveforms are delivered longitudinally between the extremities of the
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G. Taccola et al. / Brain Stimulation 13 (2020) 20e3426In the same preparation, increased DS intensity to 450 mA pro-
longed and strengthened MR potentiation on both lTA (6min,
2989% of pre-DS left black dots, Fig. 3 F), and lSol (4min, 148% of
pre-DS; right black dots, Fig. 3 G). At the same time, LRs increased
on lTA (370% of pre-DS; left red dots, Fig. 3 F), but not on lSol (90% of
pre-DS; right red dots, Fig. 3G).
Pooled data from eight experiments show that DS signiﬁcantly
modulated the peaks of MRs starting from 375 mA for TA (Fig. 3H;
P< 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis One Way ANOVA on Ranks followed by
multiple comparisons versus control group with Dunn's Method,
n¼ 6e8) and 450 mA for Sol (Fig. 3 I; P¼ 0.002, Kruskal-Wallis One
Way ANOVA on Ranks followed by multiple comparisons versus
control groupwith Dunn's Method, n¼ 4e6), while LR components
were not signiﬁcantly modulated by DS even at the highest in-
tensities (Fig. 3 L, M). Interestingly, short-lasting (at least 1min)
rhythmic discharges appeared right after DS supply
(Supplementary Fig. 4) and ceased with a different timing for each
muscle (rTA¼ 295± 227 s; lTA¼ 440± 257 s; lSol¼ 196± 125 s;
n¼ 6).
DS is more effective than standard stimulation in potentiating small
EMG responses
To determine whether DS was more effective than a standard
stimulation protocol at 40 Hz in modulating spinal networks, the
two protocols were compared in the same animals and at the same
intensity (375 mA), while threshold test pulses were segmentally
delivered to the spinal cord at L6 (cathode on the left). Four traces
from a sample preparation indicate that small responses evoked
from rTA using threshold segmental stimulation greatly increased
in amplitude during delivery of DS and immediately after stimu-
lation (Fig. 4 A). After 10min, the delivery of the standard protocol
at 40 Hz also increased EMG responses over pre-40 Hz values.
However, this effect was lower than with DS and responses quickly
returned to pre-40 Hz values as soon as stimulation stopped (Fig. 4
B). The time course for 420 consecutive pulses (21min) was plotted
for the same exemplar experiment (Fig. 4C). DS largely potentiated
the amplitude of MRs (1027% of pre-DS), which recovered their
baseline after 2.5min. After 10min of rest, a train at 40 Hz facili-
tated MRs, but to a lesser extent (566% of pre-DS) than DS and only
during the delivery of 40 Hz stimulation (30 s, Fig. 4C). Similar re-
sults were collected also when inverting the order of the two
protocols shown in Fig. 4 A, namely 40 Hz train before DS (data not
shown). Averaged data from six experiments, where mean peaks of
MRs from 20 consecutive sweeps were compared before and right
after the delivery of both protocols (Fig. 4 D), conﬁrmed that DS
signiﬁcantly potentiates the amplitude of MRs compared to a train
of stereotyped pulses at 40 Hz (P¼ 0.031, Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test, n¼ 6).
DS potentiated MRs induced by single pulses delivered lengthwise
through the array
As reported above, DS increased the amplitude of MRs when
EMG responses were induced by segmental stimulation of thearray on the two sides of the cord, while EMG responses are continuously elicited by single p
on the left). Before DS, small responses are induced by threshold single pulses (400 mA; 0.1m
375 mA), the amplitude of EMG responses increased, mainly on TA. Time courses from rTA
continuous delivery of 300 pulses (15 min). The supply of DS at the intensity of 375 mA f
augments amplitude of MRs (black dots), more dramatically on TA. Increasing the strength o
on LRs (red dots). Also MRs from lSol become higher when DS is delivered at 450 mA (G). Hist
the percentage of pre-DS values pooled from many experiments in which DS was serially inc
DSs. MR peaks from TA statistically increase since DS delivery at 375 mA (H: *, P < 0.001), w
analysis is performed for the same experiments as in H and I for LRs, showing no effect
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to thespinal cord. We wondered whether spinal reﬂexes can display a
similar modulating pattern when single pulses are rostro-caudally
delivered along the cord for a more widespread stimulation rather
than over speciﬁc circuits over a single spinal segment. To explore
the effects of DS on the rostro-caudal connectivity along the lumbar
cord (L1-S2), small responses from TA and Sol were induced by a
train of test pulses (500 mA) applied along the entire length of the
array at 0.3 Hz (Fig. 5 A). In a sample experiment, single pulses at an
intensity of 500 mA generated small baseline responses with similar
amplitude in both the rTA and rSol (Fig. 5 B, left). Addition of DS at
375 mA augmented the peak of both responses to 340% of pre-DS for
rTA and 243% of pre-DS for rSol (Fig. 5 B, middle), an effect that
persisted in both muscles even after protocol termination
(rTA¼ 356% of pre-DS, rSol¼ 223% of pre-DS; Fig. 5 B, right). In the
same exemplar preparation, the strength of DS was serially
increased (150e600 mA), potentiating the peak of MRs on both TA
(498% of pre-DS) and Sol (254% of pre-DS), already at 225 mA, but
only during stimulation (Fig. 5C, D). However, starting from the
intensity of 375 mA, facilitation of MRs persisted even after 1min
from the end of stimulation (374% of pre-DS for rTA; 214% of pre-DS
for rSol), an effect further potentiated by higher strengths of DS
(600 mA, 526% of pre-DS for rTA; 309% of pre-DS for rSol; Fig. 5C, D).
In four experiments, in which 20 consecutive test pulses
(375 mA,1min) were considered before and after DS, MR peak am-
plitudes were signiﬁcantly potentiated for both TA (Fig. 5 E,
P¼ 0.019, paired t-test, n¼ 4) and Sol (Fig. 5 F, P¼ 0.032, paired t-
test, n¼ 4), with TA responses higher than Sol. In summary, single
pulses applied along multiple spinal segments induced greater
EMG responses from TA and Sol following increasing strengths of
DS.
Repetitive delivery of a longer DS affects EMG-evoked responses
The persistence of the facilitating effect elicited by DS shortly
beyond protocol termination suggests that, apart from a mere
summation of concurrent electrical pulses applied to different
sources [30], DS could induce short term potentiation of synaptic
activity. Indeed, we noted that following multiple and serial de-
liveries of DS, longer resting pauses were necessary to return to
pre-stimulation baseline values, suggesting the additive effect of
repetitive DS applications supplied at short intervals. Thus, a pro-
tocol named ‘repetitive Dynamic Stimulation (rDS)’ was designed
by delivering eight slots of DS, regularly interposed by 1-min
pauses, to reach the total length of 11min.
In a sample experiment, small EMG responses were evoked by
the continuous delivery of segmental pulses (500 mA) to the cord
(L4, cathode on the left; Fig. 6 A). By the end of its delivery, the rDS
protocol increased the peak of MRs to 779% of pre-DS on rTA (Fig. 6
B). In the same experiment, consecutive DRs progressively sum-
mate the amplitude of MRs, which remained higher than pre-DS
(735%) for up to 8min after the end of stimulation (time course
in Fig. 6C). In seven animals, mean values obtained by averaging
single peak amplitudes of 100 consecutive EMG responses (5min)
served to compare pre-rDS to the end of repetitive stimulation. The
rDS protocol increased the peak of MRs for up to 5min after ceasingulses delivered from two close electrodes placed at the center of the array (L4, cathode
s) from rTA (B) and lSol (C) muscles. Right after the delivery of DS for 30 s (gray arrows,
(D) and lSol (E) quantify the peak of MRs (black dots) and LRs (red dots) during the
or the duration of 30 s (yellow shaded rectangles) does not affect LRs (red dots), but
f stimulation (450 mA) potentiates MR peaks, mostly on lTA (F), with a feeble effect also
ograms report the mean peaks of MRs after DS for 20 consecutive sweeps, expressed as
reased from 150 mA to 600 mA. Pauses of 5 min are interposed between two consecutive
hile, on Sol, DS increases the peak of MRs starting from 450 mA (I: *, P ¼ 0.002). Similar
following DSs, even at higher amplitudes in both TA (L) and Sol (M) muscles. (For
Web version of this article).
Fig. 4. Compared to a stereotyped train of pulses, DS largely increases motor
evoked responses, even after protocol termination. In A, threshold single pulses
(0.1 ms) applied to L6 (cathode on the left) induce small EMG responses from rTA in
the absence of any continuous stimulation (pre-DS). During DS (375 mA), EMG re-
sponses largely increased (middle), persisting even after the end of stimulation (right).
In the same preparation, a stereotyped train at 40 Hz augments motor responses only
during protocol delivery, returning to baseline values as soon as stimulation ends (B).
In C, complete time course for the experiment in A and B reports the peaks of middle
responses (MR) for 420 consecutive single pulses (21 min). Single EMG responses after
DS are higher than after the following delivery of a 40 Hz train. Note that prior to the
delivery of a 40 Hz train, baseline completely recovered to pre-stimulus values. Below
are reported the magniﬁcations of the time courses during DS (left) and the 40 Hz train
(right), stating that the potentiation of DS persists for 90 s after protocol delivery, while
motor evoked responses return to pre-40 Hz values right after the end of the 40 Hz
train. Histogram in D summarizes mean data from six tibialis anterior muscles. For
each bar, mean peaks of MRs from 20 consecutive sweeps were compared before and
right after the delivery of protocols. DS signiﬁcantly potentiates the amplitude of MRs
compared to a train of stereotyped pulses at 40 Hz (*, P ¼ 0.031).
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persistent effect than single applications.
Increasing the excitability of spinal networks facilitates cortical-
spinal input
We demonstrated that DSmodulates EMG responses induced by
pulses applied segmentally or rostro-caudally to the spinal cord.
We questioned whether this effect is associated with a potentiation
of cortico-spinal input, as well.
To better explore this possibility, motor responses from hind
limbs were bilaterally evoked by broad cortical electrical stimula-
tion (Fig. 7 A; 0.1e1ms duration). In a sample experiment, at the
strength of 800 mA, these motor potentials were characteristically
composed of a ﬁrst response at̴~10ms and a late, more varying,
response at̴ ~25e35ms (Fig. 7 B, left). In the same experiment, sub-
threshold pulses (500 mA) did not induce any motor-evoked po-
tentials (Fig. 7 B, middle). Nevertheless, when single pulses at the
same sub-threshold intensity were delivered in conjunction with
DS, even at an intensity as low as 300 mA, TA motor potentials
appeared (Fig. 7 B, right), albeit vanishing as soon as DS terminated
(data not shown). In another animal, by doubling the strength of DS
(600 mA), motor-evoked responses induced by sub-threshold single
pulses persisted for even a couple of minutes after the end of spinal
stimulation, eventually disappearing in the later post-DS resting
phase (Fig. 7C). In a third animal, small motor responses were
evoked by single pulses at 700 mA and were potentiated by DS
(375 mA), persisting for 2min after the end of DS (Fig. 7 D). As
observed by serially and gradually increasing intensity of DS from
150 mA to 600 mA, 375 mA was the lowest intensity of DS for
generating persistent cortically-evoked motor potentials higher
than pre-DS (Fig. 7 E).
These observations were replicated in another set of ﬁve ani-
mals using a cortical epidural array recently designed for the se-
lective stimulation of the hind limb motor area (Fig. 7 F, see
Methods).
To conﬁrm whether DS potentiates cortico-spinal input, exper-
iments were repeated using ﬁfty biphasic pulses epidurally deliv-
ered to the left cortical motor area through a selectively stimulating
interface (see Methods) before DS, during DS (2.5min, 600 mA) and
right after DS (Fig. 7 G). Exemplar superimposed EMG responses
(time-to-peak¼ 30e35ms from the stimuli) were occasionally
elicited from the contralateral TA only (Fig. 7 G and G1, left)
following single cortical pulses (840 mA, 0.2ms, 0.3 Hz). Stimulation
did not elicit any muscle activity from the ipsilateral leg or from
forelimbs (data not shown). Delivery of DS (600 mA) induced higher
and more consistent responses compared to pre-DS (469%; Fig. 7 G
and G1, middle), eventually fading away as soon as DS terminated
(206%; Fig. 7 G and G1, right). Averaged values from ﬁve animals
show that delivery of DS in conjunction with cortical stimulation
statistically increased the amplitude of cortically-evoked motor
responses (488± 157%, Fig. 7H; P¼ 0.024, Friedman repeated
measures ANOVA on ranks followed by all pairwise multiple
comparison procedures with Tukey Test, n¼ 5), which returned to
baseline values only after the end of DS (132± 50% of pre-DS,
Fig. 7H).
In summary, in eight animals, DS potentiated motor-evoked
potentials induced by direct electrical stimulation of motor areas.
Even more importantly, when paired with cortical pulses at sub-
threshold intensity unable per se to generate any activity, DS
facilitated the expression of motor responses. This makes the
innovative protocol potentially noteworthy for exploiting spared
electrically-incompetent motor ﬁbers after spinal lesion to rees-
tablish some longitudinal connectivity along the injured cord and
enhance or even recover volitional motor control.
Fig. 5. DS facilitates MRs also in EMG responses elicited by longitudinal stimulation across the array. In A, the cartoon summarizes the stimulation setting with a calibrated
representation of the array width and the distance between homosegmental dorsal roots. Two dynamically varying waveforms are longitudinally delivered between the extremities
of the array on the two side of the cord, while motor responses are continuously elicited by single monophasic pulses rostro-caudally delivered along the entire length of the array
(rostral cathode). In B (right), threshold single pulses (0.1 ms) induce small EMG responses from right tibialis anterior (TA, above) and right soleus (Sol, below) muscles. During
delivery of DS (375 mA), the amplitude of EMG responses increases in both muscles (middle). The potentiation of MRs persists even after 30 s from the end of DS (right). In C and D,
the entire time course (940 stimuli, 47 min total duration) is reported for the right TA (C) and right Sol (D) for a sample experiment in which DS intensity was serially increased from
150 mA to 600 mA. MRs of EMG evoked responses are continuously recorded during delivery of DS (30 s, red dots) and during each pause between two consecutive DSs (5 min, black
dots). DS augments the amplitude of MRs, starting from the intensity of 225 mA. By increasing the strength of stimulation, the potentiation of MR peaks is higher and longer on both
muscles. Histograms in E and F report from four experiments the mean peaks of MRs for right TA (E) and right Sol (F) as the average out of 20 consecutive sweeps before DS and the
average of 20 consecutive sweeps right after DS termination at each different strength of stimulation. MR peaks statistically increase at 375 mA and 600 mA for TA (E: *, P¼ 0.019) and
only at 375 mA for Sol (F: *, P ¼ 0.032). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).
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Fig. 6. Repetitive delivery of DS potentiates EMG evoked responses during and after stimuli stopped. In A, small EMG responses on right (up) and left (below) TAs were induced
by a train of square pulses (frequency 0.3 Hz; intensity ¼ 500 mA; duration ¼ 0.1 ms), segmentally applied at L4 (cathode on the left). Eight slots of DS (30 s) were serially delivered
with 1 min pause from one another in a protocol named repetitive DS (rDS, total duration ¼ 11 min). At the end of the last DS delivered, the same single pulses used before rDS now
increase responses from rTA (B). In C is reported the time course of the entire experiment shown in A and B, where 640 single pulses are delivered at 0.3 Hz for a total duration of
32 min rDS is reported as a serial alternation of 8 DS repetitions (red) spaced by resting pauses of 1 min during which no DS was supplied. MRs from rTA are quite consistent before
rDS. Amplitude then increases after each slot of DS, reaching the maximum value at the end of rDS and remaining higher than pre-rDS for at least the following 8 min. In D, bars
report mean data about MRs, calculated in seven experiments by averaging 100 consecutive responses from TA (total duration ¼ 5 min) before and after rDS, which show the
signiﬁcant increase in motor responses induced by rDS (*, P ¼ 0.017).
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cord injury
All the data presented so far is collected from intact rats. To
ascertain whether the ability of the DS protocol in potentiating
motor output persists even in severely contused spinal cords, we
considered a subgroup of animals that underwent a calibrated
drop-weight impact to the dorsal midline of the cord, at L4. After
injury, the functional interruption of white matter tracts along the
lesioned cord was repetitively conﬁrmed as the inability of single
pulses (duration¼ 0.1ms) delivered to the rostral pairs of array
electrodes (L1) to elicit any muscle responses even at the maximal
strength of stimulation (800 mA). Nonetheless, 120min after the
injury, MRs were still induced by a series of pulses (0.3 Hz, in-
tensity¼ 800 mA; duration¼ 0.1ms) supplied below the site of
lesion through the caudal electrodes of the array (L5; 400 mA; Fig. 8
A). In the sample experiment in Fig. 8 B, although baseline re-
sponses were smaller (12± 2 mA) than in an uninjured animal
(94± 21 mA; Fig. 2 E), DS (375 mA) still augmented the peak ampli-
tude of MRs to 483.73%. On average, in three animals, DS was
supplied after 217± 95min from the experimental injury and
increased MRs of TA to 310.24± 152.23%.
Discussion
Dynamic vs. tonic stimulation patterns
In the current study, we adopted a stochastic pattern of mod-
ulation dynamically delivered to multiple sites along the spinalcord. These dynamically varying patterns consisted of continu-
ously changing frequencies, amplitudes and polarities, as opposed
to the traditional rectangular waves of single frequency and
amplitude. We call this method of modulation: dynamic stimula-
tion (DS), in contrast to the more static proﬁle of trains of ste-
reotyped pulses.
In fully anesthetized adult rats, after the end of DS, spontaneous
stereotyped rhythmic activity was observed in bilateral TA and Sol
muscles, likely reﬂecting a short-lasting increase in spinal network
excitability. Furthermore, DS increased the middle EMG response
(MR) elicited by segmental epidural pulses at threshold intensity in
TA and Sol muscles, an effect that persisted beyond the end of
protocol in animals, either intact or after a severe spinal contusion.
Efﬁcacy of DS depends upon its strength, with results already
visible at low intensities (about 225 mA) of stimulation. Moreover,
compared to a standard tonic 40 Hz stimulation, DS was more
effective at similar intensities in augmenting the amplitude of EMG
responses elicited by single pulses applied to the spinal cord, even
after protocol termination. Responses were also facilitated when
elicited by threshold pulses applied rostro-caudally along the cord
or over the cortical motor area. Repetitive delivery of DS greatly
lengthened the duration of EMG responses. Thus, stimulation with
asynchronous DS patterns increased spinal responses and facili-
tated cortico-spinal input to spinal networks in the adult rat in vivo.
Although an increase in synaptic activity of spinal networks, as well
as in cortico-spinal axonal conduction, can be responsible for the
facilitatory effect reported here, a plausible explanation should
consider that the same descending conduction has also a greater
impact on more responsive spinal interneurons and motoneurons.
G. Taccola et al. / Brain Stimulation 13 (2020) 20e3430Moreover, a few critical features of spinal networks must be
considered to better understand the importance of variability
offered by DS. Firstly, spinal stimulation taps into the intrinsic
feedforward feature of spinal networks. Indeed, maintaining a
same pattern of stimulation may fail to trigger the next phase of
“feed-forwardness” [31], a requirement that may be addressed by
the DS protocol. While step training spinal rats, the intensity of
stimulation needs to be modulated from every few tens of seconds
to minutes to maintain a stable pattern of stepping (unpublished
observation). Further, as the spinal networks are trained to stand or
step, the threshold of activation changes (generally reduces), sug-
gesting the constantly modulating network at work. Using DS, we
may be enabling some of these feedforward features of the spinal
networks at different time frames (seconds to minutes).
Variability of motor responses elicited during threshold stimulation
Spinal reﬂexes induced by spinal cord electrical stimulation
were reported to characteristically span along multiple segments
of the spinal cord [3,32]. In the present study, once the dorsal
surface is stimulated with single pulses at motor threshold in-
tensity, simultaneous EMG responses were obtained from
distinct muscles, each characterized by a different latency.
Moreover, by increasing the strength of stimulation, responses
appeared with a ﬁrst intermediate latency, followed by a later
one. Short latencies were only observed with higher intensities of
stimulation, corresponding to the direct activation of ventral
motoneurons [19,20]. It has been previously reported that the
amplitude of each evoked response is modulated by increasing
stimulation intensities up to a maximal muscle recruitment
[19,20]. Low intensity stimuli predominantly used in this study
elicited responses with intermediate and late EMG latencies,
reﬂecting the recruitment of multiple combinations of synapses.
In this study, DS selectively modulated MRs in EMG-evoked re-
sponses. Previous reports on awake spinalized animals high-
lighted the impact of neuromodulation on LRs [19] and the
prognostic value of the reappearance of LRs for the recovery after
injury [33]. However, LRs were not affected by DS, even at higher
intensities of stimulation. We suppose that this might be due to
anesthesia depressing the connectivity across a wider network,
in turn conﬁrming the local impact of DS on the directly stimu-
lated sacro-lumbar circuits [34].
On the other hand, when threshold impulses were delivered
at low frequency over a long period, motor-evoked responses
were spontaneously modulated. Indeed, amplitude and latency of
baseline motor responses varied randomly, without any corre-
lation with the activation of motor pools from ﬂexors and/or
extensors. This phenomenon reveals that random, spontaneous
synaptic events might be an intrinsic feature of the neuromotor
system and can be exploited using an asynchronous pattern of
stimulation to induce resonance [35]. This effect was observed in
adult rats under anesthesia and presumably would be even more
dramatic in an awake rat, where the spinal network's state of
excitability is higher and changes continuously as it processes
vast multi-modal input [20]. Spontaneous modulation intrinsic to
spinal networks presumably plays a role in deﬁning the effect of
direct electrical stimulation of the spinal cord, especially at low
intensities. Further, if frequency of stimulation is a crucial factor
for reaching a certain level of selectivity to tune distinct motor
outputs [36], the real impact of stimulation relies on the
ensemble of multimodal inputs to the spinal interneurons which
deﬁnes the physiological states of the spinal networks that
project to a given combination of motor pools. Indeed, the
intrinsic frequency of modulation of network's excitability is
crucial, especially at low intensities of stimulation, forsummating or ﬁltering external pulses and then deﬁning the
effective frequency of stimulation received by the network.
Although DS overall increased the amplitude of EMG responses,
they remained variable, suggesting that DS exploits the same
endogenous mechanisms of modulation of the motor output,
even in the anesthetized state. DS showed slight differences in
the modulation of the motor output from TA and Sol, as TA was
generally modulated by lower intensities of DS. Although a sys-
tematic approach in determining the impact of DS on different
muscles was beyond the scope of this ﬁrst study introducing the
new protocol, we cannot exclude that different muscles may have
a different sensitivity and/or responsiveness to neuromodulation
[19,20]. However, the lower intensity of DS necessary to modu-
late TA compared to Sol, often reported through the study, can be
ascribed to the conﬁguration of single pulses delivered to test
synaptic activity. Indeed, the fully independent electrodes of the
interface demonstrated a selective recruitment of either TA or
Sol, alternatively, depending on the site of delivery of single
pulses and their cathode and anode polarity compared to the
localization of speciﬁc motor pools.
Stimulation with dynamically varying waveforms
The mechanisms of traditional epidural stimulation using trains
of stereotyped impulses and the adoption of selected frequencies
(15e40 Hz) that can selectively activate stepping or standing after
lesion are still poorly understood. Likewise, the mechanisms by
which DS waveforms increase motor evoked responses remains
unclear. In the populated power spectrum of DS, also the fre-
quencies from 15 to 40 Hz are present and likely responsible for the
modulation of spinal excitability reported after standard neuro-
modulation in humans [1e5] and rats [19e21]. However, the
intrinsic baseline variability of DS, or some distinct frequencies
within its spectrum, may be responsible for the longer and greater
facilitation of the motor output when compared to the use of
standard paradigms.
Moreover, in neonatal in vitro preparations, “noisy” waves were
delivered to the lumbar spinal networks to trigger an epoch of
locomotor-like discharges [16]. Contrariwise, here, asynchronous
stimulation was primarily delivered to the lumbo-sacral proprio-
spinal networks to affect the excitability of circuits modulating the
motor output. However, by applying DS to anesthetized adult
animals in vivo, more questions arise regarding the level of
complexity required to elicit an optimal response. In addition, the
more intact preparation makes it difﬁcult to distinguish slight
effects on the motor output, i.e., the role played by each single
feature of DS, when using two waveforms instead of one, with
staggered onset and opposite cathode location of the two patterns.
Nonetheless, the conﬁguration of DS was chosen to provide high
levels of variability in amplitude, frequency and direction of the
electric ﬁeld.
At the same time, the rhythmic spontaneous activity appearing
among multiple motor pools a few minutes after DS delivery
demonstrates a transient modulation of interneuronal networks
that select the different motor pools to activate within the
lumbosacral segments. A similar increase in the spontaneous ac-
tivity of motor pools did not occur in reduced preparations, even
when undergoing longer periods of stimulation [37]. On the other
hand, in vivo experiments involving weight bearing stepping will
likely reveal a much higher level of variable, but also patterned,
multi-modal input also in relation to different physiological states.
Experiments performed in intact animals hint at the possibility
that DS recruits long loop effects through the spinal cord and the
brain stem, as well as through cortical or other higher systems [38].
Nevertheless, facilitation of spinal reﬂexes obtained in severely
Fig. 7. DS facilitates the reappearance of cortically-evoked EMG responses. In A, a cartoon of the rat's head depicts the setting for the broad cortical stimulation using two metal
screws placed on the left side of the skull, rostral to bregma (b) and caudal to lambda (l, see methods), respectively. In B, consecutive traces are superimposed during the delivery of
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Fig. 8. DS enhances spinal network excitability after an acute spinal contusion. In A, single pulses (0.3 Hz, intensity¼ 800 mA; duration¼ 0.1ms) are continuously supplied to the
L5 of a spinal cord, severely contused at L4 level. In B, ﬁfty MRs are acquired before delivering DS (375 mA, 30 s, pale yellow ﬁeld), which largely increases the peak of responses (red
dots) even after DS termination. Only after 2.5min from the end of DS, amplitude of MRs declines towards pre-DS values. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).
G. Taccola et al. / Brain Stimulation 13 (2020) 20e3432contused cords demonstrates that DS still potentiates the motor
output even when the lumbar cord is functionally disconnected
from higher centers. Therefore, DS seems to locally affect the
stimulated spinal cord region, likely through the recruitment of
more excitable, or possibly larger, interneuronal networks. Perhaps,
after DS, a single electrical stimulus at threshold applied to the
dorsum of the cord might activate a greater number of motoneu-
rons and motor pools to generate a more robust motor response.
Moreover, the less dramatic increase of MR amplitude by DS in
contused versus intact rats suggests that a broader multisegmental
lumbar network is required to exploit neuromodulation.A novel paired associative stimulation conﬁned to the cord
Ascending and descending stereotyped trains of pulses deliv-
ered to the extremities of the motor pathway (the peripheral nerve
and the cortex) and converging onto spinal networks effectively
facilitate the motor output even after injury [10e14]. Recent
conﬁrmation was obtained by shortening the distance between the
two sites of paired associative stimulation, i.e. pulses applied to the
cortex and to the spinal cord directly [39,40]. However, a more local
associative stimulation of spinal networks has been hindered so far
by the lack of epidural arrays with fully independent electrodes to
allow simultaneous stimulation of two segments of the cord with
different patterns. Our study used a novel interface that allows
pairing of two pulse-patterns converging onto spinal networks and
delivered rostrally and caudally along four spinal segments. In our
protocol, two dynamically varying waveforms were continuously
delivered with a staggered onset. The large number of spikes, the
range of frequencies and the variability within the two waves of DS
may converge with optimal latency onto the spinal network toa train of single cortical pulses (arrowheads; duration¼ 1ms, frequency¼ 0.3 Hz). Single p
EMG responses from lTA and some variable responses from rTA. Responses from both muscl
traces are superimposed). During DS delivery at low intensity (300 mA), even sub-threshold
(right, 10 consecutive traces are superimposed). In C, from a different animal, 20 consecuti
rowheads; duration¼ 1ms; intensity¼ 700 mA; frequency¼ 0.3 Hz). In the absence of DS (pr
600 mA (middle), a single maximal peak and a consistent bundle of lower and late potentials
by the magniﬁcation below that corresponds to the shaded gray rectangle above. EMG respo
consecutive small EMG responses evoked by cortical stimulation (duration¼ 0.1ms; inten
traces). During DS at 375 mA (middle, red traces), EMG responses are potentiated for up to 3
in D, peak amplitudes of 20 consecutive sweeps are averaged before DS (blue), during DS s
that the potentiation post-DS (green bar) is higher at the maximal strength (600 mA).
The cartoon in F schematized the selective stimulation of the hind limb cortical motor area
colored rectangles (2.5min long each). Fifty single biphasic pulses (840 mA; 0.2ms; vertical
during DS supply (600 mA, red) and post-DS (green). Below, EMG responses (50 consecutiv
number and amplitude during DS (red traces) and then reduced after DS termination (gree
creases cortically-induced responses with a latency around 30e35 ms from the pulse artifa
lines) before DS (pre-DS), during DS and post-DS. Mean values are reported in the plot as red
TA during the whole experiment reported in G. (For interpretation of the references to colexploit phenomena of spike timingedependent plasticity [7e9]. In
particular, in the lumbar network, DS might optimally pair the
antidromic depolarization of post-synaptic terminals with the
orthodromic depolarization of pre-synaptic terminals, as previ-
ously reported using paired-pulse stimulation protocols that
increased amplitude of EMG responses [12].
In addition, in individuals with a clinically-deﬁned complete
spinal cord injury, it might be difﬁcult to ﬁnd one single optimal
latency out of the two associated stimuli to facilitate the motor
output, because of the wide variability in real-world spinal injuries.
Indeed, each lesion can trigger a unique pattern of polysynaptic
tract rerouting, which can potentially request different pairing la-
tencies. Our epidural stimulation protocol consisting of two pat-
terns of different wide spectrum harmonics should provide
multiple combinations for a tailored coupling of ascending and
cortico-spinal input, increasing the probability to more optimally
tune the latency of pairing to beneﬁt a higher number of in-
dividuals. Indeed, terminal recordings reported here from acutely
injured spinal cords might support a more dramatic impact of DS
on chronic spinal cord injuries, which already overcame the acute
depression of neuronal activity and might allow behavioral im-
provements in response to DS.Conclusions
In the present study, we explored a novel pattern of highly
varying stimulating patterns delivered through an innovative spi-
nal epidural interface. These two resources provided the means for
testing the potential of variable and multisite spinal stimulation, by
generating an increase in spinal network excitability and a more
robust modulation of lumbosacral networks compared to toniculses at 800 mA (left, pre-DS, 10 consecutive traces are superimposed) elicit consistent
es disappear when the strength of stimulation is lower (500 mA, middle, 10 consecutive
single pulses (500 mA) are now able to reinstate repetitive responses from rTA and lTA
ve traces are superimposed during the delivery of a train of single cortical pulses (ar-
e-DS), no responses were recorded from lTA. Right after DS delivered at the intensity of
appear on lTA. These effects persist for about 1min after the end of DS, as emphasized
nses disappear after 9min from the termination of DS (right). In D, in a third animal, 4
sity¼ 700 mA; frequency¼ 0.3 Hz) are recorded from rSol before DS (pre-DS, left, blue
min after the termination of DS (right, green traces). In E, from the same experiment as
upplied at increasing intensities (150e600 mA; red) and after DS delivery (green). Note
using a customized array (see Methods). In G, top, the protocol is summarized by three
black bar) were consecutively delivered to the left motor area before DS (pre-DS, blue),
e superimposed traces) elicited from the contralateral TA (lTA, blu traces) increase in
n traces). The averaged traces for each slot are reported in G1, visualizing how DS in-
ct. In H, values of peak amplitude were reported for ﬁve experiments (black dots and
dots and lines (*, P ¼ 0.024). In I, the entire time course of MR amplitude is plotted from
or in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).
G. Taccola et al. / Brain Stimulation 13 (2020) 20e34 33patterns of stimulation. Further, the DS paradigm of stimulation
was linked to patterns associated with the facilitation of the motor
output induced by subthreshold cortical input.
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